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 1 Executive Summary

 1.1  Malware affects all large enterprises
Drive-by-downloads, “client-side attacks”, and “spear-phishing, are all names for a 
common technique used by organized crime to attack consumers or penetrate into 
the workstations of large enterprises. This typically involves an email sent to a list of 
targets, which requests the user to click on a URL. Once the user has clicked, they 
are redirected to a malicious web page which will run exploits against the user in 
order to execute code on their machine. 

Another common scenario involves emails with malicious executable attachments, or 
in the more rare but growing more common cases, infected USB keys or CDs.  

Once malware is running on a user's machine the machine is joined to a botnet – 
controlled by hackers. These hackers then use the machine to steal bank 
credentials, send out spam messages, or attack internal networks.

During Immunity's testing, Prevx 3.0.5 with Prevx SafeOnline provided an 
effective extra layer of defense against known malware instances.

This whitepaper is intended to provide a user unfamiliar with Prevx 3.0.5 including 
Prevx SafeOnline with a summary of how PrevX worked during Immunity's testing.

 1.2  What is Prevx 3.0.5?
Prevx 3.0.5 has several levels of protection. The first level is similar to a normal Anti-
Virus/Anti-Malware product's signature detection. This provides the user with a 
warning screen and offers to remove the malware and prevent it from executing. Of 
course, the downside with traditional anti-virus techniques is that they require 
constant updating with signatures to protect the user. This is where the other layers 
of Prevx SafeOnline come in. These additional layers allow PrevX SafeOnline to 
be effective not just against known variants of malware, but also against future 
variants for whom signatures have not yet been developed.

The second level is a kernel component and a userspace component that protects 
FireFox and IE when they are browsing to HTTPS pages (where credentials are 
often stolen by malware). Keyboard presses are tunneled via the kernel driver into 
the browser in such a way that makes it hard to intercept by malware, and the 
screen is protected by a kernel driver component that also provides integrity 
protection for the userspace layers of the Prevx SafeOnline module.

PrevX's “extrusion prevention” also hooks several APIs in order to prevent any 
stolen credentials from being sent back to a botnet's command and control 
machines.

This layered model is particularly effective against trojans not specifically coded to 
attack PrevX itself. Security by its nature is an arms race, and while there are no 
silver bullets, Immunity judged Prevx 3.0.5 with Prevx SafeOnline to work as 
designed against the live trojans tested.  



 1.3  Scope of Testing
The Prevx 3.0.5 engine includes several new features for malware protection. 
Among these are some innovative ways to prevent running malware from 
compromising a user's website credentials. Immunity was engaged to ensure that 
the Prevx 3.0.5 engine with Prevx SafeOnline provided proper security against 
known malware instances.

This engagement took place in August 2009, using the release candidate image of 
Prevx 3.0.5 with Prevx SafeOnline. 

 2  Project Overview
During this engagement Immunity developed tests to ensure that the trojans were 
functioning correctly, installed the trojans on common desktop operating systems 
(Windows XP SP2 and Vista SP1) and ran the trojans with PrevX installed to ensure 
that PrevX protections functioned as intended.

 2.1 Preliminary Information
Immunity was provided with live trojans and information on trojan behavior, in order 
to elicit the desired credential stealing from the malware. Immunity was also 
provided with a high level description of how Prevx 3.0.5 with Prevx SafeOnline 
worked internally during a conference call with the engineering team at PrevX.



 1 Summary Table

Trojan Without Prevx With Prevx SafeOnline

Zeus/Wsnpoem Was able to steal 
credentials

Was detected. Was not 
able to steal credentials.

SilentBanker Was able to steal 
credentials

Was detected. Was not 
able to steal credentials.

MBR-Torpig/Sinowal Was able to steal 
credentials

Was detected. Was not 
able to steal credentials.

CANVAS Was able to get 
screenshots, keylog data

Was unable to do so 
unless PrevX configuration 
modified to non-default 
Medium setting.

Goldun Was able to steal 
credentials

Was detected. Was not 
able to steal credentials.

These trojans were tested on both Windows XP SP2 and Windows Vista SP1 where 
applicable.



 2 Trojan Testing Sections
Immunity's methodology was to do the following, for each trojan and each system 
tested:

• Install the trojan and make sure it worked on an system unprotected with 
Prevx SafeOnline

• Install the trojan on a system protected with Prevx SafeOnline

• Test the trojan's credential collection on both systems

Systems tested included Windows XP SP2 English and Windows Vista SP1 English. 
These were chosen because of their likely use as client platforms by consumers or 
large enterprises. Windows 7 was not yet commercially available at the time of the 
testing.

One of the trojans chosen was CANVAS's built in MOSDEF functionality.

Where necessary, Immunity used Wireshark and other tools to verify trojan behavior.

 2.1 Zeus/Wsnpoem 
Zeus/Wsnpoem is a trojan password stealer that can send captured passwords and 
credentials to an attacker. It also contains limited backdoor functionality that allows 
unauthorized access and control of an affected machine.

When the infection happens, it tries to download a file named config.bin encrypted 



with RC4. Contained in this file is the trojan's configuration information.

Once the machine was infected, every set of credentials sent through the wire were 
intercepted and logged on the Bot controller. As a test, Immunity tried to log-in on 
https://www.ebay.com and the username and password were correctly intercepted.

Illustration 1: View of stolen credentials when not protected by PrevX 3.5 engine.

http://www.ebay.com/


 2.1.1  PrevX 3.0.5 Protection

With PrevX 3.0.5 installed, before attempting to infect the machine, the malware 
binary was correctly found and classified and mitigation actions were recommended.

When the machine was infected and Immunity repeated the testing procedure with 
the eBay website, PrevX prevented Zbot from stealing the user's credentials.

  

Illustration 2: ZBot was correctly detected by the PrevX 3.0.5 malware signature.



 2.2 SilentBanker (Limbo) v2
Limbo is positioned in the underground as a direct competitor to Zeus. Zeus and 
Limbo have accounted for more credential theft from consumers to high security 
government installations than any other Trojan Immunity is aware of. These two are 
by far the most widely used Trojans on the market at the present time. After 
infection, it adds itself to Internet Explorer as a BHO in order to read user credentials 
from the browser and contact its C&C host to get a configuration file. 

Once the machine was infected, every set of credentials sent through the wire were 
intercepted and logged on the Bot controller. As a test, Immunity attempted to log-in 
to http://www.ebay.com and the username and password were intercepted.

Illustration 3: No credentials were captured when PrevX 3.5 was installed.

http://www.ebay.com/


 2.2.1 Prevx Protection
With PrevX installed, opening Internet Explorer raised an alert about malware 
installed on the machine and mitigation actions were recommended.

Illustration 5: Credentials stolen by Limbo while PrevX 3.5 was not installed.

Illustration 4: Example network session of credential capture by the Limbo Bot.



Even if the user decided to dismiss this message and continue browsing, Prevx 
SafeOnline prevents SilentBanker from stealing the credentials.

 2.3  MBRTorpig/Sinowal
This is considered by many security researchers to be the most sophisticated 
credential stealer available. It does not modify or add any file to the Windows system 
directly - instead it modifies the master boot record (MBR) in order to find its way to 
the Windows kernel. Because of this, it is not scanned nor found by many antivirus 
solutions. 

Once the machine is infected, the trojan tries to find a C&C host using a technique 
called DNS-flux.  This reboots the machine in order to install itself in kernel memory. 
Among other tricks, it intercepts credentials for many banks and online shopping 
sites (eBay amongst them).  These credentials are then saved to later be sent to the 
hacker's command and control systems. It is also able to inject HTML pages into a 
running session to steal further information, as we can see here:

Illustration 6: Limbo is correctly identified by the PrevX 3.0.5 AV engine.



The stolen credentials are saved in C:\Windows\Temp, encoded through XOR with a 
constant value (0x72 in our case). The file containing the credentials is called “$$
$XXXX” (where XXXX are four random letters).

Illustration 7: Torpig will inject phishing attempts directly into running browser 
sessions.

Illustration 8: Stolen credentials by Torpig can be seen in the c:\Windows\Temp 
folder.



 2.3.1 Prevx Protection
When Prevx 3.0.5 was installed it raised an alert about malware installed on the 
machine and mitigation actions were recommended.

Even if a user decides to dismiss this message and continue browsing, PrevX 
SafeOnline prevents MBRTorpig/Sinowal from stealing the credentials and 

injecting HTML. As you can see in the following screenshot, providing invalid 
credentials to eBay does not show a screen asking for Credit Card 
information:

Illustration 9: Torpig was correctly identified by the PrevX 3.0.5 AV engine.



 2.4 CANVAS

CANVAS is Immunity's framework that provides automated penetration testing in 
order to allow an organization discover how vulnerable it is. 

Immunity CANVAS is both a valuable demonstration tool for enterprise information 
security teams or system administrators, and an advanced development platform for 
exploit developers.

Behind CANVAS's recognition, exploitation and post-exploitation tools lies acore 
feature known as MOSDEF. 

MOSDEF is a retargetable, position independent code, C compiler that supports 
dynamic remote code linking. In short, after an exploit works against a remote 
machine it compiles small programs (known as proglets) that are run inside the 
process and report back to CANVAS.

Technically, once the buffer overflow happens the exploit's shellcode executes a 
receive-and-execute loop on the target process. When CANVAS wants to execute a 
post-exploitation command such as getpid, it sends a remote GetProcAddress call to 
obtain kernel32.dll GetCurrentProcessId() function address. Finally it compiles a 
small piece of C code that calls the remotely resolved function and send it to the 
target. 

Using this method, no executables need to be downloaded or run to test the security 
of a client system.

On a side note, even though by design MOSDEF will bypass some of the most well-
known antivirus, malware protectors, HIDS and even forensic tools, it does not bring 
any extra tools to hide itself or disable protection. A Windows kernel module-based 
rookit is available for CANVAS, but was not utilized during this test.

 2.4.1  Immunity CANVAS against Prevx SafeOnline

The testing was performed on a base Windows XP SP2 installation using the default 
IE 6.0. Like all penetration tests, we start by exploiting the target through the 
Microsoft Data Access Component vulnerability 
(http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/Bulletin/MS06-014.mspx).

Immunity first started the embedded web server in CANVAS, serving the exploit.

MOSDEF executing getpid post exploitation command

http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/Bulletin/MS06-014.mspx


On the Windows XP virtual machine, Immunity, acting as the user, visited the 
CANVAS webserver and the exploit worked as expected, executing a MOSDEF 
recv-loop shellcode.

Starting a Web Server on CANVAS serving the MS06_014 exploit



A “Listener-shell” is popped-out which allowed us to do different tasks such as listing 
files on folder, downloads, uploads, etc.

CANVAS provides several post-exploitation commands that allows the attacker to 
gather a lot of information from the exploited target. Examples include taking pictures 
with the target's webcam and getting the password hashes.

Amongst these tools, there is a screenshot grabber which was tested against PrevX. 

Surreptitiously exploited Internet Explorer.

Listing files in the default folder. This is  
not behavior that Prevx 3.0.5 would be 
expected to block.



As expected it worked when the browser was not visiting a protected website.

But when the browser is in “secure mode”, for example, when visiting an https 
website the screenshot just returns a blank image.

The next move was to try to find a way to bypass it.  The first logical thing was to 
inject the MOSDEF recv loop (migrating the same socket file handle) into another 
process that would allow us to attempt a screenshot. Based on Immunity's 
knowledge of the PrevX system, we know that prevx.exe is a privileged process. 
However, when CANVAS tries to migrate into prevx.exe it fails due to the security 
measures taken by the PrevX kernel driver. This is as expected for Prevx 
SafeOnline's security protections in the default Maximum setting.

CANVAS also comes with a userland keylogger which hooks keyboard events. 
When run, it logs all the keys except the ones that where typed inside the Prevx 
SafeOnline protected browser. This is as expected, since keystrokes destined for 
secured web sessions are not handled the same way as normal keystrokes.

CANVAS's Screengrab module works when the browser is not in  
"Secure" mode



 2.5 Goldun
Goldun is a well known and widespread password stealer which is
basically the stealing component of the Haxdoor rootkit. 

Once the machine was infected, every set of credentials that are sent through the 
wire were intercepted and logged on the Bot controller. As a test, Immunity tried to 
log-in on http://www.ebay.com   .   The username and password were correctly 
intercepted and sent encrypted to its command and control server. It also sent the 
address book and user certificates from the current session.

The keylogger did not log any keys pressed inside the protected 
browser.

http://www.ebay.com/
http://www.ebay.com/


The “user” entry is a tracking ID used by the attackers and the “info” entry contains 
the stolen credentials encoded in hexadecimal:

MfcISAPICommand=SignInWelcome&bhid=a1%253D5%7Ea2%253D6%7Ea3%25
3D8820%7Ea4%253DMozilla%7Ea5%253DMicrosoft%2520Internet%2520Explorer
%7Ea6%253D4.0%2520%28compatible%253B%2520MSIE%25206.0%253B
%2520Windows%2520NT%25205.1%253B%2520SV1%29%7Ea7%253D
%253BSP2%253B%7Ea8%253Den-us%7Ea9%253Dtrue
%7Ea10%253Dx86%7Ea11%253Dtrue%7Ea12%253DWin32%7Ea13%253Den-us
%7Ea14%253DMozilla%252F4.0%2520%28compatible%253B%2520MSIE
%25206.0%253B%2520Windows%2520NT%25205.1%253B
%2520SV1%29%7Ea15%253Dtrue%7Ea16%253Den-us%7Ea17%253Dwindows-
1252%7Ea18%253Dsignin.ebay.com
%7Ea19%253D96%7Ea20%253D96%7Ea21%253Dfalse
%7Ea22%253D0%7Ea23%253D1267%7Ea24%253D605%7Ea25%253D32%7Ea2
6%253D575%7Ea27%253D1267%7Ea28%253DWed%2520Aug
%252026%252010%253A38%253A02%2520UTC-
0300%25202009%7Ea29%253D-3%7Ea30%253Dabk
%253D6%252C0%252C2600%252C0%257Cwnt
%253D6%252C0%252C2900%252C2180%257Cdht
%253D5%252C5000%252C3130%252C0%257Cdhj
%253D6%252C0%252C1%252C223%257Cdan
%253D6%252C0%252C3%252C531%257Cdsh
%253D9%252C0%252C0%252C3250%257Cie5%253D6%252C0%252C2900%252
C2180%257Cicw%253D5%252C0%252C2918%252C1900%257Cieh
%253D6%252C0%252C2900%252C2180%257Ciee
%253D4%252C74%252C9273%252C0%257Cwmp
%253D9%252C0%252C0%252C3250%257Cobp
%253D6%252C0%252C2900%252C2180%257Coex
%253D6%252C0%252C2900%252C2180%257Cnet
%253D4%252C4%252C0%252C3400%257Ctks
%253D4%252C71%252C1968%252C1%257C%7Ea31%253Dyes



%7Ea32%253Dx86%7Ea33%253Dyes%7Ea34%253Dno%7Ea35%253Dno
%7Ea36%253Dno%7Ea37%253Dno%7Ea38%253Donline%7Ea39%253Dno
%7Ea40%253DWin32%7Ea41%253Dno%7Ea42%253Dno%7Ea43%253Dt
%253D0%7Ce%253D32%7Cs%253D156%7Ct%253D109%7Cc%253D547%7Cr
%253D188%7Ce%253D78%7Cd
%253D219%7C&dbg=ld&inputversion=2&lse=false&lsv=&mid=&kgver=-
1&kgstate=&omid=&hmid=&siteid=0&co_partnerId=2&UsingSSL=1&ru=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.ebay.com&pp=&pa1=&pa2=&pa3=&i1=-1&pageType=-
1&rtmData=C01%3DAAAAQW6CAAAAAAAA
%3BA01%3DACgAeIH0FAAAAAAAgRkjFnEUQeQCTGx5FU8EgJDAGvAUA
%3BM01%3DAYQgAEAIQgBDC%3BTC01%3DQCkO
%2Bsb1IBAAAIgHyBdBAAAAAAAYALyxCInEUAh8gEgwkREA08CKg8EgBcGAMg9CQ
BE%3BPS%3DT.0&userid=testcred&pass=testpassword&kgct=

 2.5.1 Prevx Protection
With Prevx 3.0.5 installed, executing the Goldun loader raised an alert about 
malware installed on the machine and mitigation actions were recommended.

Even if the user decides to dismiss this message and continue browsing, PrevX 
SafeOnline prevents Goldun from stealing the credentials.

 3 Recommendations/conclusions
PrevX SafeOnline was successful in preventing modern trojans and credential 
stealers from targeting Immunity's usernames, passwords, and other information 
when installed. Immunity recommends that Prevx SafeOnline is run in the default 
maximum security mode.



 4 Appendix A – Contact Information
Person Phone Email

Dave Aitel 212-534-0857 admin@immunityinc.com

 5 Appendix B – About Immunity
Immunity was founded in 2002 and was immediately noticed for its breakthrough 
technologies  and  industry-recognized  team.  Immunity  has  since  evolved  into  a 
global leader in the assessment and penetration testing space.  Immunity is known 
for  its  aggressive  and  real-world  approach  to  assessments.  By  maintaining  its 
independence from external investors, Immunity has grown its unique technology 
offerings and consulting services in response to customer demand and the evolution 
of attack techniques.

Immunity is an industry leader in discovering, developing and delivering offensive 
information  security  technologies  and  services.  This  includes  exploitation  and 
vulnerability  analysis  software,  wireless  penetration  testing  hardware,  security 
analysis services and attack training. 

Immunity delivers products and services to Fortune and Global 500 companies and 
smaller organizations across all vertical markets. Immunity also serves Government 
departments from all over the world. A concentration on purely offensive techniques 
and technologies distinguishes Immunity from other professional organizations who 
attempt to address both offensive and defensive security postures in their service or 
product lines. 

Immunity's  employees  are  motivated  by  a  desire  to  develop  new  penetration 
technologies  including  exploits,  implants,  and  evasion  techniques.  Immunity's 
product  line  remains  focused  on  attack  and  penetration.  The  team is  made  up 
leading  experts,  many  of  whom  are  internationally  recognized  for  their  deep 
technical knowledge and cutting edge industry research.

Immunity products include exploitation development tools, vulnerability assessment 
tools,  and  remote  control  technologies.  Immunity  delivers  consulting  services 
including  penetration  testing,  vulnerability  management,  and  Immunity's  experts 
provide regular training classes. 

Immunity also serves as an information hub within the global security community, 
hosting the popular DailyDave mailing list and often serving as a source for analysis 
and opinion on new threats, as reflected in various media coverage.

Immunity  is  an  independent,  one  hundred  percent  American-owned  and  8(a) 
certified  Small  Disadvantaged  Business  and  has  been  headquartered  in  Miami 
Beach,  Florida  since 2005.  Most  of  the  company's  employees are  based in  the 
Miami  Beach  headquarters,  with  others  in  Washington  DC,  Hawaii  and 
internationally from Canada, Brazil and Argentina.

Immunity, Inc:



www.immunityinc.com

sales@immunityinc.com

Phone: +1 212 534 0857

Fax: +1 917 591 1851

1247 Alton Road, Miami Beach, FL 33139

About CANVAS

CANVAS is Immunity's flagship product for automated penetration testing. During 
this engagement it was used for port scanning and vulnerability assessment. 

CANVAS contains hundreds of exploits, automated exploitation systems, 
reconnaissance technology unique to Immunity research, and a comprehensive, 
reliable attack framework.

At the core of CANVAS is MOSDEF, an integral component of the CANVAS engine 
that allows flexibility and rapid development of actions to be performed on target 
systems. MOSDEF automatically allows bouncing between target hosts as well as 
standard shell actions such as screen grab and file manipulation.

Several features in CANVAS have been specifically designed for penetration testing 
and security assessments, including the creation of time-stamped log of all actions 
performed  during  as  assessment,  memory-resident  exploits  that  do  not  write 
anything to disk or install any software, dcedump and ifids for the assessment of 
MSRPC applications,  SpikeProxy for  the assessment  of  web applications,  and a 
proprietary port scanner. 
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